
This isn’t simple or easy but you buy or use bolts and nuts or you wouldn’t have read this far.
The basic �nish on 90% of commercial fasteners is Zinc Plating, and the basic spec is ASTM B633. 
The default coating thickness is .0002” or “two tenths” .  On top of that coating goes a chromate dip 
to “seal” or “�nish” the parts.  For many years the standard chromate was hexavalent in either clear 
(keeping the parts silver) or yellow dichromate (making the parts yellow tinged) which provides a 
superior salt spray resistance. 

�O �O RE��P...
 .0002 zinc and clear chromate (12-24 hour salt spray).
 .0002 zinc and yellow dichromate (96 hour salt spray). 

Pretty basic stu� and hadn’t changed for 40 years until. . . Erin Brokavich!! 
To our shock and dismay the hexavalent chromate (CR6) we were coating the bolts with is and was 
poisoning the air and water and ground.  So…led by those thoughtful people in the European Union 
we are migrating from Hexavalent Chrome to Trivalent Chrome. Less harmful and less dangerous but 
also sadly, less corrosion resistance.  Your 3/8-16 x 1 Grade 5’s out there on the swing set that used to 
hold up for 7 years are now showing rust in 3 or 4.  The up-side is that we collectively are not poison-
ing the ground water for our children and grandchildren but the down-side is that trivalent isn’t as 
good as hexavalent at preventing corrosion.

W��L W�AT �M I ����G �O �O??
  Plan A...a 96 hour topcoat over the trivalent zinc.
 Plan B...a long-life spin dip coating.
 Plan C...Zinc Nickel plating

 ��...
��K ��UR F�I����Y 
��N��N ��LT ��L�S PE���N �OR H��P!

W�Y ARE �Y ��L�S ��S���G ��STER T��N BE�ORE?  
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